Extraordinary Elegance for Modern Spaces

LSM by Debra Lehman-Smith and Ron Fiegenschuh

LSM creates conference rooms and teamwork environments that are both beautiful and intuitive so that people can collaborate with style and ease.

The LSM Conference Table Series offers a refined aesthetic through unique engineering that minimizes the base in proportion to the top. The table is distilled to its elemental horizontal worksurface, maximizing knee clearance while creating a sophisticated presence. A multitude of electrical options also make communication and data management simple, while maintaining a clean look and feel.

Lehman Smith McLeish (LSM) is an architecture and design firm headquartered in Washington, DC. LSM conference tables were designed for Knoll by firm principal Debra Lehman-Smith along with Ron Fiegenschuh. Both designers are committed to innovative and timeless designs that enhance communication and collaboration.
The LSM V-Base is available in three sizes to accommodate tops with depths of 42", 48", 60" and 72" and widths up to 360". Bases are offered in polished or satin brushed stainless steel, and powder coat paint finishes. Worksurface edge details match base finish. A center support beam allows for electrical and communication distribution between bases.
A range of choices

The collection’s aesthetic core pays particular attention to the purity of line and juxtaposition of materials and finishes – taking it from informal work areas to more formal boardrooms. Options for the top include laminated glass, plastic laminate, natural and engineered stones, and sustainable veneers. Options for the base include polished or brushed stainless steel and a powder coat painted steel. Either a flush-mounted distribution hub or perimeter power box provides electrical power, active USB charging, and a range of communication and data connections, keeping the worksurface clean and uncluttered.

Clockwise from top left: Flush-mounted distribution hub; Grey Marble top with a Plinth edge; Arabescato top with a Plinth edge; Woven Aluminum Wire Glass top with a Partial Surround edge.
The LSM L-Leg is available in 42", 48" and 60" depths and up to 360" wide. The table maximizes leg clearance, supporting up to 120" with just four legs; intermediate legs provide additional support for wider tables. Steel vertical wire management ribbon delivers an elegant solution to a typically unsightly necessity.
LSM Conference Table Series

V-Base Dimensions
Width: 84" – 360"
Depth: 42", 48", 60", 72"
Height: 29"

Sample Configurations
One segment: 96" x 48" with 24" V-Base
Two segments: 120" x 60" with 30" V-Base
Four segments: 216" x 72" with 42" V-Base and two intermediate legs

L-Leg Dimensions
Width: 72" – 360"
Depth: 42", 48", 60"
Height: 29"

Sample Configurations
One segment: 48" square
Two segments: 120" x 60"
Three segments: 180" x 60" with four intermediate legs